North Penn Legal Services

2021-2022 Snapshot: Program Achievements

- **10,036 Cases Handled**
- **7,118 Cases Closed**
- **16,156 People Provided with Direct Services**
- **4,224 Clients Provided with Counsel and Advice or Limited Action**
- **5,804 Online Intakes Were Received**
- **6,684 People with Housing Issues Helped**
- **491 Prevented Eviction / Shelter Preserved**
- **598 Protection from Abuse Orders Obtained**
- **1,929 Cases Litigated in Court**
- **161 Cases Litigated in Administrative Tribunals**
- **10,036 Cases Handled**
- **7,118 Cases Closed**
- **$3.4 Million Awarded to or Debt Avoided for Our Clients, Primarily in Consumer Cases in 2021-2022**
- **90 Private Attorneys Accepted 254 Pro Bono Cases.**
- **23 JUDICARE Attorneys Accepted 189 Cases.**

Getting Results
Leveling the Scales of Justice

North Penn Legal Services strives to solve civil legal problems and empower vulnerable populations through professional legal representation, advocacy, and education.